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yTHE Engineering Experiment Station was established by act of
-the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois on Decem-
ber 8, 1903. It is the purpose of the Station to conduct inves-
tigations and make studies of importance to the engineering,
manufacturing, railway, mining, and other industrial interests of the
State.
The management of the Engineering Experiment Station is vested
in an Executive Staff composed of the Director and his Assistant, the
Heads of the several Departments in the College of Engineering, and
the Professor of Industrial Chemistry. This Staff is responsible for
the establishment of general policies governing the work of the Station,
including the approval of material for publication. All members of
the teaching staff of the College are encouraged to engage in scientific
research, either directly or in coiperation with the Research Corps
composed of full-time research assistants, research graduate assistants,
and special investigators.
To render the results of its scientific investigations available to
the public, the Engineering Experiment Station publishes and distrib-
utes a series of bulletins. Occasionally it publishes circulars of timely
interest, presenting information of importance, compiled from various
sources which may not readily be accessible to the clientele of the
Station.
The volume and number at the top of the front cover page are
merely arbitrary numbers and refer to the general publications of the
University. Either above the title or below the seal is given the
number of the Engineering Experiment Station bulletin ot circular
which should be used in referring to these publications.
For copies of bulletins or circulars or for other information
addres.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF
CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
PART III. STRAINS DUE TO BRAKE APPLICATION
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND
BRAKE-SHOE WEAR
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Preliminary.-This bulletin is the third report of an investi-
gation conducted by the Engineering Experiment Station of the Uni-
versity of Illinois on the properties of chilled iron car wheels. The
investigation was made for the purpose of determining the strains
and stresses which are produced in chilled iron car wheels subjected
to loadings similar to those met with in service. The work was done
under a co6perative agreement between the Association of Manufac-
turers of Chilled Car Wheels and the Engineering Experiment Station
of the University of Illinois. Two previous bulletins* concerning the
work of the investigation have been published, the first dealing with
the strains caused in chilled iron car wheels by forcing them on their
axles and then applying static loads; the second describing first, the
strains produced by mounting, static, and flange pressure loadings
applied in the order mentioned, and second, the ultimate strength of
the flanges of chilled car wheels.
2. Scope of Investigation.-This particular report is concerned
specifically first, with the strains due to brake application, and second,
with brake-shoe wear and the coefficient of friction between the wheel
and shoe. The strains produced through the application of the brakes
were determined in the case of six chilled iron wheels and one steel
wheel under the nominal conditions of speed, brake-shoe pressure, and
length of run, shown in Table 1. This table shows speeds ranging
from 10 to 50 miles per hour, brake-shoe pressures from 1000 to 3000
pounds, and lengths of run from 10 to 30 miles. The length of run
expressed in miles, for which the brake was applied, is given in the
table opposite the brake-shoe pressure and under the speed. The
strain measurements taken during the tests were made after stopping
the wheel. Data were secured for the determination of the coefficient
of friction, the tangential pull, the work done by the brake shoe on
the wheel, and the weight of metal lost by the shoe.
* "An Investigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car Wheels. Part I. Wheel
Fit and Static Load Strains," by J. M. Snodgrass and F. H. Guldner. Univ. of Ill. Eng.
Exp. Sta., Bul. No. 129. 1922.
Id. "Part II. Wheel Fit, Static Load, and Flange Pressure Strains. Ultimate
Strength of Flange," by J. M. Snodgrass and F. H. Guldner. Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta.,
Bul. No. 134. 1922.
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THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
In addition to the tests outlined by Table 1, a series of tests was
made for the purpose of determining the coefficients of friction and
the brake-shoe losses for a chilled iron and a steel wheel under similar
conditions of brake-shoe pressure and speed. In these tests the shoe
pressure ranged from 500 to 3000 pounds and the speed from 5 to 50
miles per hour.
3. Acknowledgments.-The investigation of the properties of
chilled iron car wheels, of which this bulletin constitutes a partial
report, was carried on under a co6perative agreement between the
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels and the Engi-
neering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois. Essentially,
the agreement provided that the Association should furnish funds to
defray the expenses incident to carrying on the investigation, and that
the Engineering Experiment Station should conduct the research,
provide the use of available laboratories, shops, and office facilities, and
publish a report of the results. In addition to giving financial help,
the Association appointed GEORGE W. LYNDON and F. K. VIAL, Presi-
dent and Consulting Engineer, respectively, to act as a committee co-
operating with the one selected by the Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion. The Engineering Experiment Station appointed EDWARD C.
SCHMIDT, Professor of Railway Engineering, and ARTHUR N. TALBOT,
Professor of Municipal and Sanitary Engineering, as a committee in
charge of the investigation. Professor Schmidt withdrew from the
University to enter the United States Military Service during the late
war, and was replaced on this committee by JOHN M. SNODGRASS,
Professor of Railway Mechanical Engineering.
Throughout the progress of the work the committee from the Asso-
ciation has held frequent conferences with the Station committee and
the investigators connected with the work. The investigation owes
much to the technical advice, the helpful interest, and the unfailing
and effective cooperation of Messrs. Lyndon and Vial.
The greater part of the experimental work was carried on by
F. H. GULDNER, who became connected with the investigation almost
in the beginning. R. E. TURLEY and 0. S. BEYER, JR., both of whom
assisted in the earlier experiments of the investigation, did much in
the way of developing methods, making some early tests, and getting
the work under way. The committees are further indebted to H. F.
MOORE, Professor of Engineering Materials at the University of Illinois,
for his assistance and advice upon various matters relating to the
investigation.
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II. GENERAL STATEMENT OF BRAKING PROBLEM
4. General Effects of Brake Application.-The application of a
brake to the rim or tread of a car wheel for the purpose of retarding
the car produces, through friction between the brake shoe and wheel,
localized heating of the tread, which in turn sets up temperature
gradients and consequently strains or deformations throughout the
wheel. In descending important grades like those of mountainous
regions, the speed of a train may be controlled almost wholly by the
brakes. When the grade is steep and of considerable length, the
amount of energy destroyed by means of friction between the wheel
and shoe is very large. This results in high temperatures at the tread
of the wheel with comparatively low temperatures at the hub. The
differences in temperature between rim and hub thus produced may
result in severe strains within the wheel. When operating trains on
long descending grades, some roads establish thermal or cooling sta-
tions at which stops are made in order to prevent excessive tempera-
ture gradients and the consequent strains within the wheels, and
further, to allow temperatures to become equalized within the wheels,
thereby reducing the strains or stresses already set up. Wheels of
trains operating on level track may also be subjected to excessive differ-
ences in temperature between wheel rims and hubs through dragging
brakes. This condition arises with defective brake equipment, the
brakes not releasing as they should. In these cases cars may be moved
for considerable distances with brakes either wholly or partially ap-
plied, and if the conditions are such that rotation of the wheels contin-
ues, the strains set up may be large. The case where the grip of the
brakes is such that the wheel is dragged along the rail without rotat-
ing does not belong to the present discussion. Defective brake equip-
ment may also cause certain cars to furnish either more or less than
their proportionate share of the total amount of retardation required
in stopping a train. The wheels under a car that is called on to do
more than its share in the retardation may be overheated, and conse-
quently become subjected to severe strains.
In service, the matter of unequal temperatures or temperature
gradients arising through long-continued brake application often be-
comes a serious problem, especially when equipment may not be prop-
erly handled by operating men. The abnormal stresses produced may
result in broken wheels with the attendant possibility of train wrecks.
Examination of wheels broken in this manner generally indicates abuse;
and it is impossible to determine, except very roughly, the maximum
values of the stresses causing failure, or the weakest section of different
types of wheels. Moreover, these inspections of car wheels which have
failed do not necessarily disclose the conditions causing failure nor
THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
the source of the stresses which may have been most important in
producing failure. The tests described herein are largely concerned
with the determination of the strains that may be produced within
wheels through brake application and consequent heating at the wheel
tread. Strains produced by mounting the wheel, by imposed car loads,
by flange pressure, shock, or impact, such as occur in service are ex-
cluded from this report.* A determination of the strains produced by
heating which is caused by brake application, should be helpful in
studying abuses resulting from severe braking, and in solving problems
connected with the design and operation of brakes.
III. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND BRAKE-SHOE WEAR
5. Scope of Tests and Methods of Procedure.-A considerable
amount of data relating to brake-shoe wear and to the coefficient of
friction between brake shoes and chilled iron wheels was obtained in
connection with the tests to determine the strains in the several wheels.
A few data of similar nature were also secured for the steel wheel.
This material, which has been summarized, is presented in Table 2.
Some additional tests were made to determine the relative values of the
coefficient of friction and the shoe wear on steel and chilled iron wheels,
respectively. These tests were confined to the range of shoe pressures
and speeds found in ordinary freight service.
Car-wheel friction tests as a rule are made for the purpose of
determining the average value of the coefficient and the shoe wear in
stopping the wheel from some predetermined speed. The special co-
efficient of friction tests here reported differ therefrom in that friction
and wear were determined with the wheel rotating at a constant speed.
In these tests the same brake shoe was used throughout on comparative
studies of a chilled iron and a forged steel wheel under identical test
conditions, in which the shoe pressure ranged from 500 to 3000 pounds
and the speed from 10 to 50 miles per hour. The tests were made with
the Brake-Shoe Testing Machine (Fig. 6). To prevent overheating,
the brake shoe, after having been applied to the wheel for a number of
revolutions, was raised for cooling. At 5 miles per hour the cycle con-
sisted of approximately 190 revolutions of the wheel with the shoe
applied and 210 revolutions with the shoe raised. At all other speeds
the cycle was 190 revolutions of the wheel with the shoe applied and
610 with the shoe raised. Since twenty cycles comprised a test, the
shod was in contact with the wheel for approximately 6.25 miles. A
test was run at each pressure and speed up to the capacity of the
driving engine.
* For a discussion of these strains, see Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., Buls. Nos. 129 and
134. 1922.
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THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
In the brake-application tests the coefficient of friction, tangential
pull, and work were determined from the instantaneous values indi-
cated on the graphical record given by the brake-shoe-machine dyna-
mometer. The values for work are dependent on the assumption that
the actual tangential pull does not differ greatly from the average of the
values found at the beginning and end of the several intervals. It is
probable that no serious error resulted from the assumption. In order
to obviate the necessity of making this assumption, and particularly
to facilitate the calculation of the results, the dynamometer was
equipped with a sphere-type integrator (Fig. 1). This integrator gave
FIG. 1. MECHANICAL INTEGRATOR FOR DETERMINING WORK DONE
BY BRAKE SHOE ON CAR WHEEL
a continuous record of the work done by the brake shoe on the wheel
during a test. Essentially, the integrator consists of a spherical seg-
ment driven by gearing from the same shaft as that upon which the
car wheel is mounted. A cylindrical roll is in contact with and driven
from the segment in such a way that the revolutions of the cylinder
are directly proportional to the product of the tangential pull of the
shoe on the wheel and the revolutions of the wheel; that is, the number
of revolutions of the roll is a direct measure of the work done on the
wheel. From a knowledge of the work and the revolutions made by
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the car wheel, the tangential pull and the coefficient of friction may be
calculated. The mean value of the coefficient of friction presented
in Table 3 has been computed from the average values determined for
each of the twenty cycles into which a test was divided. The maximum
and minimum values of the coefficient of friction shown in Table
3 are the maximum and minimum values of these twenty averages.
By weighing the shoe before and after each test, the loss of weight was
determined.
6. Friction and Wear on Chilled Iron and Steel Wheels.-Table
2 gives the shoe wear and coefficient of friction as determined in a
study of the strains due to brake application. The values given are
the averages of the instantaneous values found in the tests on six
chilled iron wheels and one forged steel wheel, with several brake shoes
of a well-known and widely used make.
From the table it is evident that the highest values of the coeffi-
cient of friction occur at low speeds, and vice versa. At a given
brake-shoe pressure the coefficient decreases rapidly as the speed is
increased from 10 to 30 miles per hour; the decrease in the coefficient
is small or zero with further increase in speed. With the speed con-
stant there also appears to be a decrease in the coefficient as the brake-
shoe pressure is increased. The brake-shoe wear on the chilled iron
wheel, at shoe pressures of 2000 to 3000 pounds, becomes greater as
the speed is increased up to 40 miles per hour; between 40 and 50
miles per hour the shoe wear is practically constant. With the speed
constant the shoe wear is greater as the shoe pressure is increased.
The results of the special friction and wear tests for the purpose
of determining the relative friction and wear of a brake shoe, applied
to either a chilled iron or a forged steel wheel rotating at a constant
speed, are given in Table 3. The same brake shoe was used in all the
tests and was the same kind as that employed in the tests reported in
Table 2. Table 3 is so arranged that a test on a chilled iron wheel is
on the same horizontal line as the corresponding test on a steel wheel.
The tests are grouped according to increasing speed. The values of
the maximum and minimum coefficient show that during a test the co-
efficient of friction may vary considerably. In only three tests (with
1000-, 2000-, 2500-lb. shoe pressure at 5 miles per hour) of the entire
series did the mean coefficient of friction for the steel wheel exceed
that of the chilled iron wheel. For these three cases the values were
so nearly alike that for practical purposes they may be considered
equal. In each of the remaining tests the coefficient found for the
chilled wheel was greater than that for the steel wheel. In thirty-five
tests (excluding the three previously mentioned at 5 miles per hour)
the friction between the brake shoe and the chilled iron wheel averaged
21 per cent higher than the friction between the same shoe and the
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TABLE 3
COMPARATIVE FRICTION AND WEAR OF BRAKE SHOE APPLIED TO CHILLED
IRON AND FORGED STEEL WHEELS ROTATING AT CONSTANT SPEED
The same brake shoe was used in all tests
33-in. Chilled Iron Wheel
Test
No.
2291 A 6
1
7
2
3
4
5
B12
13
14
32
9
33
11
C15
16
17
18
19
20
21
D22
23
24
25
26
27
28
E36
35
34
37
38
39
40
F29
30
31
Mean
Speed
mi. per hr.
5.26
10.13
Mean
Tang.
Pull
lb.
224
197
Brake-
Shoe
Pressure
lb.
501
494
500
495
495
492
498
997
999
1004
991
1005
1001
998
1498
1497
1499
1501
1503
1498
1496
2013
1988
1987
1997
2005
2003
2000
2500
2497
2492
2502
2501
2497
2494
3018
3027
2999
Coefficient of Friction Shoe Wear
per cent lb.
Mean
44.7
40.0
41.3
33.8
26.8
24.4
24.4
42.7
38.2
35.8
32.9
26.1
26.7
23.8
40.5
39.8
32.0
28.2
22.5
21.1
21.2
39.5
39.0
32.0
27.7
21.1
19.1
20.2
38.1
37.1
32.3
25.2
23.1
21.9
22.8
22.4 
22.1
20.7
Max.
47.0
42.8
42.1
35.6
29.5
25.2
25.2
47.1
39.6
38.4
35.4
28.6
29.7
25.4
44.8
41.2
34.5
30.7
24.4
22.4
22.4
40.9
40.0
35.4
29.8
23.5
20.5
21.2
42.1
39.0
35.2
27.8
25.1
24.2
24.4
24.1
23.9
22.7
Min.
41.8
31.5
40.2
31.8
25.3
23.3
23.4
37.4
36.8
33.2
26.7
24.3
24.5
22.3
36.6
37.4
29.7
26.3
21.1
19.2
19.8
37.3
37.1
29.9
25.4
19.1
17.9
17.9
36.3
32.9
29.6
22.1
21 7
19.5
21.1
20.7
19.4
18.2
Per
100
Million
Ft-lb.
0.075
0.210
0.139
0.243
*0.040
0.772
0.245
0.085
0.095
0.215
0.272
0.305
0.303
0.301
0.057
0.119
0.402
0.337
0.358
0.589
0.413
0.170
0.128
0.252
0.344
0.401
0.532
0.361
0.118
0 190
0.253
0.337
0.356
0.440
0.383
0.483
0.419
0.522
Per
100
Miles
0.089
0.219
0,152
0.214
*0.028
0.489
0.157
0.192
0.191
0.408
0.468
0.424
0.427
0.378
0.181
0.373
1.018
0.752
0.637
0.982
0.690
0.714
0.524
0.844
1.002
0.895
1.074
0.767
0.594
0.929
1.074
1.123
1.089
1.268
1.148
1.726
1.478
1.716
* Gained weight.
15.07 206
20.10 167
30.15 133
40.10 120
50.01 122
4.96 426
9.93 382
14.85 360
19.94 326
30.05 263
40.03 267
50.17 237
5.06 607
9.91 595
14.99 480
19.86 423
30.12 337
40.07 316
49.70 316
5.01 795
9.99 776
15.18 635
9.93 553
29.95 422
39.88 382
49.81 403
4.98 953
9.91 927
15.12 804
20.01 631
30.14 579
39.89 546
49.89 568
29.92 678
39.85 668
49.82 622
-- -~---~-
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
COMPARATIVE FRICTION AND WEAR OF BRAKE SHOE APPLIED TO CHILLED
IRON AND FORGED STEEL WHEELS ROTATING AT CONSTANT SPEED
The same brake shoe was used in all tests
33-in. Forged Steel Wheel
Coefficient of Friction
per cent
Brake- Mean Mean
Test Shoe Speed Tang.
No. Pressure Pull
lb. mi. per hr. lb. Mean Max.
2290 A 7 493 4.91 204 41.3 45.5
15 506 5.07 223 44.0 47.7
2 497 9.88 189 38.0 ...
8 497 14.93 141 28.3 32.0
1 496 19.54 125 25.3
3 503 19.52 129 25.7 ..
4 513 29.71 125 24.5 27.4
5 494 39.15 112 22.6 26.4
6 494 48.55 92 18.6 19.8
B19 1000 4.98 434 43.4 44.9
10 996 9.63 357 35.9 38.5
11 993 15.01 275 27.7 29.9
9 998 19.32 235 23.5 27.4
12 997 29.68 227 22.7 26.2
M
36
40
23
20
19
16
32
25
20
18
13 1000 40.54 181 18.1 19.8 17
14 1000 48.04 186 18.6 20.4 17
C20 1503 4.94 604 40.2 41.3 38
21 1502 9.85 529 35.2 38.1 30
22 1502 14.98 397 26.4 30.9 24
23 1504 19.82 333 22.2 24.0 21
16 1507 29.95 293 19.4 23.5 17
17 1505 39.49 305 20.3 23.0 17
18 1505 48.22 258 17.2 18.6 15
D24 2004 4,97 803 40.1 42.1 38
25 2001 9.90 637 31.8 33.5 29
26 2000 14.98 483 24.2 25.6 23
27 2002 19.68 408 20.4 22.1 18
28 1998 29.79 361 18.1 19.4 16
Snr .n 1 1 17 7 11
30 1995 49.37 355 17.8 19.1
E31 2500 4.98 1010 40.4 41.8
32 2497 9.90 760 30.4 33.7
33 2500 14.99 .596 23.8 26.5
34 2502 19.84 531 21.2 22.9
35 2501 29.77 475 19.0 20.0
36 2497 39.79 428 17.2 18.7
37 2494 49.94 428 17.2 18.7
F38 3018 29.96 548 18.2 19.5
39 3027 39.90 510 16.8 18.4
40 2999 49.90 533 17.8 18.9
16
38
26
21
19
18
15
16
16
15
15
Shoe Wear
lb.
Per Per
in. 100 100
Million Miles
Ft-lb.
.9
.7 0.035 0.041
0.173 0.172
.8 0.720 0.534
0.269 0.184
1.0 0.341 0.226
.6 0.680 0.401
.3 0.722 0.350
1.1 0.086 0.196
.1 0.145 0.273
.0 0.075 0.108
.5 0.299 0.370
1.1 0.212 0:254
.0 1.017 0.974
.3 0.515 0.505
.9 0.076 0.242
1.0 0.133 0.372
.0 0.221 0.463
.0 0.341 0.601
.1 0.519 0.802
.2 0.305 0.491
.7 0.929 1.266
.3 0.100 0.425
1.1 0.153 0.514
.2 0.276 0.703
.7 0.498 1.074
.3 0.526 1.001
1.2 0.659 1.183
.4 0.524 0.982
*.4 0.040 0.213
.9 0.230 0.923
.9 0.248 0.780
1.8 0.417 1.167
.0 0.594 1.490
.3 0.635 1.436
.1 0.583 1.317
-i-
.9 0.528 1.530
.4 0.635 1.708
5.6 0.524 1.475
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steel wheel. In other words, chilled iron wheels, under the test con-
ditions as to kind of shoe and within the speed and pressure ranges
occurring, are apparently more effective in retarding cars or destroy-
ing energy than steel wheels. The inference might be drawn that due
to its greater retarding properties the shoe wear on the chilled iron
wheel would be greater than that on the steel wheel. Although in-
dividual tests may be selected in which the shoe loss on the steel wheel
is considerably less than that on the chilled iron wheel, the whole series
of tests shows that for 3800 million foot-pounds of work done on each
wheel, the loss with the steel wheel amounted to 14.98 pounds, whereas
that with the chilled iron wheel was 11.18 pounds.
IV. THERMAL EXPANSION OF CAR WHEEL IRONS
7. Relation Between Thermal Expansion and Strain.-A bar of
metal having a coefficient of expansion other than zero, if subjected
to a change in temperature and if free to move, will undergo a change
in length. However, if the bar is fixed so that the change in length
does not occur freely, it is evident that there is generated in the bar
a stress, whose intensity is dependent on both the temperature change
and the fixity of its ends. A strip of metal fixed within and part of a
larger body of the same metal may be subjected to tensile or compres-
sive stresses from the surrounding material at the same time that it
undergoes a change of temperature. It is in this way that the material
of a car wheel, having within it unequal temperatures, is subjected to
deformations which are in part due to temperature change and in part
to the stresses which are set up by the unequal temperatures. If the
total deformation or strain along a certain line within a car wheel is
determined, and also the expansion of the material when unrestricted
and subjected to temperature change, then the difference between the
two determinations would constitute the strain and would be a measure
of the stress existing. The more important stresses produced in a car
wheel through temperature gradients, as when brake application causes
a high temperature at the tread with a comparatively low tempera-
ture at the hub, are those of tension. These stresses produce elonga-
tion of the metal within the wheel, particularly along radial lines.
The rate of thermal expansion or coefficient of expansion for several
different grades of cast iron used in car wheels and for several
specimens of steel was found in order to make use of the method of
determining strain which is here outlined.
8. Results of Thermal Expansion Tests.-The expansion of five
specimens cut from chilled iron car wheels, two specimens of ordinary
cast iron, one specimen of mild steel, and one of tool steel, was ascer-
tained by means of the apparatus described in Appendix A. The ex-
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pansion of the five specimens which were cut from three different
wheels is shown in Fig. 2. This figure also gives the chemical com-
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FIG. 2. THERMAL EXPANSION or SPECIMENS CUT FROM CHILLED
IRON CAR WHEELS
position of the different specimens. The origin of the specimens is as
follows:
Specimen No. 1. From the hub of a 650-lb. wheel
having a 61/--in. bore.
Specimen No. IV. From the single plate of the same
wheel as specimen No. 1.
Specimen No. V. From the hub of a 725-lb. wheel
having a 63/s-in. bore.
Specimen No. VI. From the single plate of the same
wheel as specimen No. V.
Specimen No. 4. From the single plate of a 725-lb.
wheel, 12 in. from the center.
Within the range of temperatures covered, the expansion of speci-
mens Nos. 1, V, and 4 was nearly identical. If drawn from the same
origin, the curves would practically be superimposed upon each other.
A similar condition existed with respect to specimens Nos. IV and VI,
whose expansions were almost the same over the range covered but
different from that of I, V, and 4. In raising the temperature of the
specimens Nos. IV and VI from 680 to 5000 Fahr., the linear expan-
sion of No. VI was about 1.5 per cent less than that of No. IV. Consider-
ing the five specimens at 5000, No. 4 showed the least and No. IV the
greatest expansion, that of No. 4 being 4.8 per cent less than the ex-
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pansion of No. IV. As it is obviously impracticable to determine the
thermal expansion characteristics of the iron at each point where de-
formation measurements were made on the car wheels, a mean value
was used in calculating expansion due to temperature change. This
mean thermal expansion curve, shown in Fig. 3, was derived from the
L/?near EzpaOns/'bo /? /nches per /1ch
FIG. 3. MEAN THERMAL EXPANSION OF CHILLED CAR WHEEL IRONS
data obtained from the five specimens. This curve was assumed to be
representative of the expansion of chilled car-wheel irons by heat in
all the calculations involving the factor of thermal expansion; and all
the strains reported in connection with the brake-application tests on
chilled iron wheels are dependent upon the assumptions made in the
derivation of this curve. If the results given in Fig. 2 represent the
maximum differences in expansion that are found in irons of this kind,
the use of the mean curve (Fig. 3) in the later data would not involve
errors greater than 2.5 to 3 per cent.
In Fig. 4 are given the results of the thermal expansion of two
samples of cast iron of the chemical compositions shown. One speci-
men was from the foundry of the University of Illinois and the other
from that of the Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago. The results shown
in the figure were derived in the development of the apparatus for
determining the coefficient of expansion of wheel irons, and have no
further bearing on the test results published herein. A comparison of
the thermal expansion, curves for these two foundry irons with the
other thermal expansion curves may be of interest.
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FIG. 4. THERMAL EXPANSION OF CAST IRON
The linear thermal expansion for the specimens of mild and tool
steel of the compositions shown was determined, and the results are
presented by the curves in Fig. 5. The curve representing the mild
steel specimen was used in the determination of the strains in the
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forged steel wheel which was tested. The tool steel was tested in order
that a comparison might be made between the two grades of steel.
The results from the tool steel specimen have not been used in the
calculations.
V. STRAINS DUE TO BRAKE APPLICATION
9. Description of Apparatus.-The testing equipment for de-
termining the effect of brake application included apparatus and in-
struments for measuring coefficient of friction, work done on the
wheel, speed, distance traversed, brake-shoe loss, temperature; and
strain.
The brake-shoe machine used in these tests is shown in Fig. 6. A
car wheel was mounted and keyed on a shaft upon which was also
mounted a heavy flywheel, whose inertia together with that of the
car wheel and shaft was such that the kinetic energy developed was
equivalent to that found in a single wheel of a 30-ton capacity moving
car. The shaft with the flywheel and car wheel was driven by a 120-
H. P. steam engine through a suitable clutch. The brake shoe was
applied at the top of the wheel, and the pressure of the shoe upon the
wheel could be set at any desired amount by a system of levers and
weights. The tangential pull required to hold the shoe in position at
the top of the wheel was measured by means of a flat spring-type dyna-
mometer, shown in the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 6.
The dynamometer was arranged so that a graphic record of the
tangential pull could be obtained. A typical record as taken in these
FIG. 6. BRAKE-SHOE TESTING MACHINE USED IN TESTING CAR WHEELS
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tests is given in Fig. 7 in which the ordinates represent tangential pull
and the abscissae correspond to the distances traversed by the car
wheel.
__. ,7Tange/7/g/o Pu// Record (.
.5'2410171. 3:.29?M 3.'34P/.1
Zl/5/c7is6 7kra-'irs>fd by Coy- Whee/~
>3A/,77 /i/7S
FIG. 7. DYNAMOMETER RECORD
The temperature at various positions in the rotating wheel was
measured by means of thermocouples and a slip-ring apparatus. The
potentiometer method was used for determining the electromotive force
generated by the couples. The method of determining temperatures is
described in greater detail in Appendix B. The strains or deforma-
tions in the wheel were measured with a 2-inch Berry strain-gage.
10. Preparation and Method of Testing Wheels for Effect of
Brake Application.-In the preparation of wheels for these tests vari-
ous arrangements of the gage-lines and thermocouples were adopted
in an effort to locate the positions of maximum strain or stress. After
several wheels had been tested, it was noticed that the strains on the
inner face were relatively small, and thereafter all measurements were
confined to the outer face. The first wheel test was prepared with six
thermocouples and with four radial and four tangential gage-lines.
On wheels tested later the number of observation points was increased
to include nine thermocouples and seven radial and seven tangential
gage-lines. In Fig. 8 there is shown the location of the thermocouples
and gage-lines on the 625-lb. wheel. This particular wheel had one
thermocouple, numbered 1, in the tread or chilled part of the wheel,
1742 inches from the surface and located laterally so as to be approxi-
mately under the center line of the brake shoe. Service failures of
wheels by long-continued brake application have indicated that the
weaker part of the wheel is near the junction of the outer and inner
faces. Accordingly, four couples, Nos. 2 to 5 inclusive, were placed
in this region on the outer face of this wheel and one additional couple,
No. 6, as close to the axle or shaft as possible. On the inner face three
couples (numbered 7, 8, and 9) were located. The holes for the couples
were drilled 72 inches in diameter and of such a depth that the
junction of the two wires was half-way through the metal at the point
in question. For several reasons it was impossible or impracticable to
place the gage-lines on the same radial line as that on which the
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thermocouples were located. In order that the middle points of the
gage-lines would have the same relative location with respect to the
bracket as the thermocouples, the gage-lines were placed on a radial
line, whose angular distance from the radial on which the couples
were located was 3600 divided by the number of brackets, or in this
case 25.7°. All strain-gage holes were made with a No. 54 (0.055-
inch) drill and were two inches apart in both radial and tangential
directions. The gage-lines so established were designated by three
characters: the first was either the letter "0" or "I," signifying outer
or inner face, respectively; the second was a numeral designating its
position relative to the tread of 'he wheel; and the third was either
the letter "R" or "T," denoting, respectively, a radial or tangential
direction of the gage-line. Thus, 03R signifies the gage-line on the
outer face, third from the tread, and in a radial direction. Likewise,
03T indicates the gage-line similarly located on the wheel, but in a
tangential direction. Four radial and four tangential gage-lines were
placed on the outer face of this wheel at distances from the center
corresponding to those of Couples Nos. 2 to 5, inclusive. On the inner
face the distances from the center of the wheel to the three radial and
three tangential gage-lines corresponded to those of Couples 7, 8, and
9. The location of the thermocouples and gage-lines is shown in Fig. 9.
After preparing the wheel as described above, it was mounted on
and keyed to the shaft of the brake-shoe machine. The fit between the
wheel and shaft was such that no pressure was required to mount the
wheel and no appreciable play was present. The tread was ground
concentric with the bore; then the brake shoe was applied to the rotat-
ing wheel until the shoe had a full bearing. The thermocouples, previ-
ously calibrated, were next inserted in the wheel and connected with
the slip rings; the wheel was then ready for test. In testing the car
wheels for the effect of temperature gradients, the weights of the lever
system of the brake-shoe machine were adjusted to give a definite brake-
shoe pressure. The initial readings were then taken with the strain-
gage at each of the gage-lines. The wheel was next brought up to the
desired speed and the brake applied for a definite time, or its equiv-
alent, a definite distance. The pressure, speed, and distance traversed
were so chosen that the work done on the wheel was sufficient to set up
large temperature differences between tread and hub, and thus to pro-
duce intense strains within the wheel. Readings of temperature and
revolutions were regularly taken at five-minute iftervals, and at the
end of each interval the recording device of the dynamometer was set
in motion for about fifteen seconds in order to determine the value of
the tangential pull of the brake shoe on the wheel. After running the
required time or distance, the wheel was stopped, and a second series
of readings was taken at each of the gage-lines. At regular intervals
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FIG. 9. LOCATION OF GAGE-LINES ON 33-IN. 625-LB.
M. C. B. WHEEL NO. 632 680
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additional strain readings were then secured, which were used in
estimating the strain at the instant of stopping the wheel. The tem-
perature readings were also taken at regular intervals during cooling.
The same kind of brake shoe was used throughout all tests.
A typical set of curves embodying the principal results of a single
test is shown in Fig. 10. In the curves in the upper left-hand corner
of the figure there are given the temperatures at four positions in the
wheel, taken throughout the time of the brake- application and the
subsequent cooling of the wheel. The tangential pull (not shown in
the curves) for the various five-minute intervals was obtained from
the dynamometer records (Fig. 7) by determining the area bounded
by the datum line, the tangential-pull curve and two ordinates con-
necting these, then dividing the area found by the length between the
two ordinates-thus giving the average tangential pull at the time of
taking the record. Dividing the tangential pull by the brake-shoe
pressure gives the coefficient of friction, the values of which are shown
graphically in Fig. 10. The work, plotted in the same figure, was
calculated by averaging the tangential pulls determined at the begin-
ning and end of a five-minute interval in pounds, and multiplying this
average value by the distance traversed in feet by a point on the tread
of the wheel. The curves shown on the right of Fig. 10 represent unit
deformation in the wheel during cooling. The upper or solid line
curves represent total unit deformation of the metal at the gage-line
in question and are derived from differences between strain readings
taken before and after heating. As previously explained, a part of
the total deformation is expansion due to raising the temperature from
that of the room to that indicated by the thermocouples, while the re-
maining deformation is strain due to internal force. The magnitude
of the thermal expansion due to heat when subtracted from the total
deformation gives the estimated strain caused by the internal stress.
In the deformation curves of Fig. 10 the ordinates below the lower or
dotted curves denote unit strain at various times after stopping and
during cooling of the wheel. The ordinates between the two curves
(total deformation and unit strain) represent the expansion caused
by the increased temperature of the material. On account of the fact
that several minutes were required to stop the wheel, the first group
of strain readings taken thereafter are not the strains existing at the
completion of the heating period. The strains at the end of this
period were determined by extrapolating the deformation curves to
that time. The explanation just given, although it refers specifically
to the method of preparing and testing the 33-in. 625-1b. M. C. B.
wheel No. 632 680, is descriptive of the methods used on the other
wheels.
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VI. RESULTS OF TESTS
11. Results of Tests.-Figs. 10 to 17, inclusive, present the re-
sults of eight tests made on this wheel and the conditions under which
the tests were made. In the test, the results of which are plotted in
Fig. 10, the nominal brake-shoe pressure was 2000 pounds, the speed
of rotation of the wheel equivalent to a forward speed of 10 miles per
hour, and the length of the test 120 minutes, corresponding to a dis-
tance of 20 miles. In applying the shoe for this distance, the work
performed by the shoe on the wheel was 75.5 million foot-pounds. "It
will be noticed that the work-time curve is practically a straight line,
the slight deviation therefrom being due to variations in the friction
between brake shoe and wheel. In performing work on the wheel the
brake shoe was worn at the rate of 0.252 pounds per 100 million foot-
pounds of energy destroyed. Inspection of the curves further shows
that the coefficient of friction varied in value somewhat at different
times throughout the period of brake application. The coefficient of
friction in this test ranged from 0.30 to 0.40, the average of the in-
stantaneous values being 0.35. The variation may be explained by
differences in the structure of the shoe in contact with the wheel, and
slight fluctuations in the speed. Attention is specifically directed to
the fact that the value of the coefficient at the end of two hours' brake
application is practically the same as at the beginning of the test. This
indicates that the coefficient of friction did not increase with length of
brake application or with increased distance through which the brakes
were applied. The ordinary variations in the character of the shoe
metal in contact with the wheel appeared to be as likely to cause an
increase as a decrease in the value of the coefficient during the progress
of the test. Hence, in the solution of either design or retardation
problems the question of variation in the coefficient of friction with
time should be considered from the standpoint of differences which may
exist in the character of the shoe metal exposed to the wheel.
It was noted in this test (Fig. 10) that the temperatures indicated
by Couple No. 1 did not lie on a smooth curve. It was noticed early
in the tests that some parts of the tread, as indicated by their color,
became much hotter than others. While the larger portion of the'rim
was bluish in color there were spots about the size of a silver dollar
that were cherry red, or even a brighter red. The location of these
hot spots changed with time. At a certain instant a hot spot might
occur in the region of the thermocouple, a few seconds later this spot
would have cooled off and another hot spot would develop at a con-
siderable distance from the first. As these variations in, temperature
from point to point on the tread were reflected in the readings given
by Couple No. 1, the irregularity of these readings is thus explained.
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The curve drawn for Couple No. 1 is assumed to be representative of
the average tread temperature. As the brake-shoe pressure and speed
were increased, the hot spots became more pronounced. Larger differ-
ences were noted in some of the later tests between individual tempera-
ture readings given by Couple No. 1 and the average tread tempera-
ture, as shown by a smooth curve. As the metal surrounding the other
couples was not subject to rapid temperature fluctuation, smooth
curves may be drawn to represent the temperature variation with time
at the points where these couples were located. After the wheel had
been rotated for 120 minutes, Couple No. 1 indicated a tread tem-
perature of 6690 Fahr., while Couple No. 6 showed the hub tempera-
ture to be 2330 Fahr.; there was therefore a difference of 436° Fahr.
between these points.
With the wheel stopped, the tread temperature drops rapidly due
to radiation and conduction of heat through the wheel. On account
of the continued conduction of heat through the wheel, the tempera-
tures at other points where the thermocouples are located, continue
to rise for a short time after the wheel is stopped.
The deformations at various times after stopping are shown on
the curves on the right in Fig. 10. As already explained, the upper or
solid curve represents the total measured unit deformations; the lower
or dotted curve denotes the unit strain caused by internal stress; the
ordinates between the two curves indicate the expansion due to in-
creased temperature. In this test (No. 2278) the maximum tensile
deformations were found at radial gage-line 03R on the outer face or
near the junction of the inner and outer plates. At the instant of
stopping the total deformation was 0.0047, of which 0.0015 was caused
by thermal expansion, leaving 0.0032 as the maximum unit tensile
strain. The deformation curves indicate that with respect to the
strains caused by temperature gradients, the unit tensile strains in
the radial direction on the inner face of the wheel, and also those in
the tangential direction on the outer face, are relatively insignificant
when compared with the strains in radial gage-lines 02R, 03R, and
04R on the outer face.
Figs. 11 to 16, inclusive, give the results of six additional tests
made on the 625-lb. wheel under the test conditions there noted. In
general the discussion concerning the results shown in Fig. 10 for
Test No. 2278 also applies to Figs. 11 to 16 and the test results which
they present.
Tests on 33-in. 625-lb. M. 0. B. Wheel No. 632 680
The principal results, together with the conditions under which
the several tests were conducted on the 33-in. 625-lb. M. C. B. wheel
No. 632.680, are summarized in Table 4.
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rF+ ,Con, flfl/
Bra/re Shoe Pressure 2014 Ib
Speed 990 mph
Distance with Broke Applied /990 Mles
RESUL rs
Mean Coefficient of Fr/ct/on Z240'.
Tolal WorhA 50500000 fl-lb
Broke Shoe Loss per /o0,000,000 ft-/b 0534 lb
Tempeoraure D/fference be/ween
Coup/es NIo I and 6 on Stopping 467° F
Mloximum Unit Tensile S/ro/n on Stopping 00038
Maox/mu/ Un/t Tensile S/ra/n n Oage Line 033R
FIG. 11. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 20 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 mi. TEST NO. 2277
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FIG. 12. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 15 MI. TEST No. 2279
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Brake Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Brake App/led
RESUL TS
Mean Coefficient of Friction
Toral Work
Brake Shoe Loss per /loa006Oao ft-lb
Temperoa/re D//ference be/ween
Couples No / and 6 on Stooppng
Max/mum U/nl Tensie Strain on Stopping
Marimum Unit Tensile Strain in Gage /lne
FIG. 13. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 40 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 10 'lir. TEST NO. 2280
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Radio/
Broke Shoe Pressure 1003 lb
Speed FOo4ma/p
Distance w/th Broke Applied & 204 Mi/es
9p£sui y5
Mean Coefficient of Fr/ic/on
Toro/ Work
Bro/ke Shoe Loss per I/00.00o0o fr-/b
Temperature Difference belween
Coup/es No / and 6 on Stopping
Mlx/mum Unit Tens/le S/ro/n on Stopping
Maximum Un// Tens/le Stroan in Coage L/ne
32o,80000 ft-Ib
0.05 /b
4/•° F
00023
03R
FIG. 15. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 1000 LB., SPEED 20 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 Mr. TEST No. 2282
T~~r m~nlr/nn~r
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'ompero/ure. Work,
1* ri C~n/nvnnr/
Brake Shoe Pressure /48/ /b
Speed 20/ m pn h
DIstance w/th Brake App/ed ZOO/ Miles
RESULTS
Mean Coefficient of Fr/c//on e90%
To1o/ Work 4'/00000O fr-/b
Bra/re Shoe Loss per /0000400o 0 fl-/b 0378 /b
Temperonure Difrerence berween
Coup/es No / a•nd 6 on Stopp/ng 426' F
M ivxmum Un/r Tensi/e Stro/n on S/opping 00033
Mrximum /Unit Tensi/e Slrao/ in Cage Line 03R
FIG. 16. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 1500 LB., SPEED 20 lMI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST No. 2283
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Although nominally a 625-lb. wheel, this wheel, No. 632 680, actu-
ally weighed 602 pounds. This reduction in weight was largely due to
the hub's having been bored large enough to fit the axle of the brake-
shoe machine, thereby removing more metal than is customary with
wheels of this size. In the first five tests given in the table, the nominal
shoe pressure was 2000 pounds. The maximum tensile stress in each test
occurred in radial gage-line 03R on the outer face or at the point of
junction of the inner and outer plates, and in the five tests the strains
ranged from 0.0031 to 0.0043. The coefficient of friction decreased as
the speed increased from 10 to 40 miles per hour. At both 40 and 50
miles per hour the coefficient was 0.20.
To determine the effect of a difference in brake-shoe pressure, two
tests, Nos. 2282 and 2283, were run at nominal pressures of 1000
pounds and 1500 pounds, respectively. These tests in conjunction
with the test No. 2277 at 2000 pounds show the effect of shoe pressure,
as the speed was 20 miles per hour and the distance traversed 20 miles
in each of the three tests. A re-arrangement of these data follows:
Brake-shoe Pressure Coefficient of Total Work Unit Tensile
lb. Friction ft.-lb. Strain
1003 0.31 32 800 000 0.0023
1481 0.29 45100 000 0.0033
2014 0.24 50 500 000 0.0038
These results indicate that over the pressure range, the coefficient
of friction decreased as the pressure increased. They also show that
the increase in pressures produced greatly increased strains, as would
be expected from a consideration of the increased work.
Test No. 2284 (Fig. 17) was made in order to study the effect of
intermittent brake-shoe application. In this test the wheel was brought
up to speed and the brake applied for ten minutes; the wheel was then
quickly brought to rest and a strain reading taken on radial gage-line
03R on the outer face. After this, the wheel was again brought up
to speed, the brake applied for ten minutes, the wheel stopped, and
a strain reading taken, this cycle being repeated until the equivalent
of twenty miles had been traversed with the brake applied. The tem-
peratures indicated by Couples Nos. 1, 4, and 6 (Fig. 17) show the
effect of the intermittent brake application, during the heating period
(0 to 85 minutes). Although observations for the other couples were
not made during this time, similar temperature variations doubtless
also occurred at these locations. To prevent confusion, the curve
showing the coefficient of friction has been omitted from this figure
and inserted on Fig. 18. At the beginning of each cycle where the
brake shoe was applied to the wheel, the coefficient observed had a re-
latively low value. This was due to the necessity of having the speed
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
slightly higher than the nominal speed of twenty miles per hour at
the instant of brake application. As soon as the correct speed was
attained (usually less than one minute after applying the shoe), an-
other reading of the coefficient of friction was taken and this, together
with the later determinations made during each cycle, is more repre-
sentative of the coefficient for the nominal conditions of this test than
the determination made at the beginning of the cycle. In Fig. 18 there
is shown also an approximation to the manner in which the strains in
gage-line 03R developed during heating.
The actual curve would probably be a serrated line somewhat
similar to the temperature curve shown by Couple No. 1. The figure
indicates that the unit strain practically reached a maximum through
heating in this manner. Additional cycles would probably result in a
slight decrease in the strain inasmuch as a continuation of the cycles
would decrease the temperature difference between tread and hub.
The deformations after stopping the wheel are given for all the gage-
lines in Fig. 17. Test No. 2277 was run under the same test conditions
as Test No. 2284, excepting that the shoe pressure was applied con-
tinuously for twenty miles in the former, whereas the pressure was
intermittent for the same distance in the latter test. This then gives
a direct comparison of continuous and intermittent brake-shoe pres-
sure. The significant fact in making this comparison is that while 10
million foot-pounds or twenty per cent more work was done on the
wheel during the intermittent test, yet in this test, at the conclusion
of twenty miles brake application, the maximum unit tensile strain
was thirteen per cent less than that recorded with continuous brake
application. The results obtained in these two tests indicate the effect
of cooling stations in keeping down thermal stress within the wheel
while descending long, heavy grades.
Tests on 33-in. 650-lb. Arch Plate Wheel No. 633 452
This wheel was prepared, as shown in Fig. 19, with nine thermo-
couples, and seven radial and seven tangential gage-lines placed sim-
ilarly to those on the 625-lb. M. C. B. wheel. The methods of testing
and calculating the results were likewise similar. Fig. 20 and
Figs. 31 to 33, inclusive, present in detail the conditions under which
the tests were made, and the results for four of the eight tests on this
wheel. A summary of the principal test conditions and results for
all the tests is given in Table 5.
In the first three tests (Nos. 2285 A to C, inclusive) made on this
wheel the tread was not truly concentric with the bore, and no effect
of this was apparent in the two tests in which the speed was 10 and 20
miles per hours, respectively. At 30 miles per hour (Test No. 2285 C)
the high spot due to eccentricity struck the brake shoe at regular
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Time in Minutes
FIG. 18. STRAINS DEVELOPED IN 33-IN. 625-LB. M. C. B. WHEEL NO. 632 680
THROUGH INTERMITTENT BRAKE APPLICATION
intervals which corresponded to tie period of vibration of the lever sys-
tem of the brake-shoe machine. As a consequence, the lever system
was set in motion, and the brake shoe was in contact only part of the
time, this condition being reflected in the results. By comparing this
test with Test No. 2285 C 1, in which the eccentricity had been re-
moved, the effect is evident. Fig. 20 gives the results of the test as
made on the eccentric wheel. The most striking difference is in the
temperature as recorded by Couple No. 1, which at the end of thirty
minutes' continuous brake application in this test showed only 4030
Fahr., whereas 684° was shown in the case of the trued wheel. The
smaller difference in temperature between tread and hub with the
eccentric wheel is also indicated by a lower unit tensile strain at gage-
line 04R.
After the wheel was trued, five tests (Nos. 2285 Al to E, inclu-
sive) were made at 2000-lb. shoe pressure at speeds of 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 miles per hour. In each case the maximum unit tensile strain
was indicated at the radial gage-line 04R on the outer face or about
one inch closer to the center of the wheel than in the case of the 625-1b.
M. C. B. wheel. If additional gage-lines and couples had been placed
on the 650-lb. Arch Plate wheel at points nearer to the center than
04R, it is possible that a point would have been located in which the
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T/me /n M/nutes
FIG. 20. RESULTS OF TESTS ON SLIGHTLY ECCENTRIC WHEEL. TEST NO. 2285 C
strains due to brake application alone would have been larger than
those found in the gage-line 04R. Under such a condition, the larger
strains arising from brake application would be in the region where
they would be counteracted by those of opposite kind caused by for-
cing the wheel on the axle. Due to the fact that service failures of
wheels of this type generally occur at diameters equal to or larger
than that at which the inner and outer plates join, the question of
maximum stress resulting from brake application was not investigated
further in connection with this wheel.
With this fact in mind, it is allowable to compare the maximum
strains recorded in the five tests (Nos. 2285 Al to E, inclusive) made
on this wheel, with the maximum strains indicated in the similar tests
(Nos. 2277 to 2281) made on the 625-lb. M. C. B. wheel. For this com-
parison the work and strains for each series of five tests were averaged,
thus giving the following data:
33-in. 625-lb. 33-in. 650-lb. Arch
M. C. B. Wheel Plate Wheel
Work in millions of ft.-lb . . . .. 40.6 43.9
Unit Tensile Strain . . . . . .. 0.0036 0.0026
Unit Tensile Strain per 40 million ft.-lb. 0.00355 0.00237
From these data it is seen that for 40 million foot-pounds of work
the 650-1b. Arch Plate wheel has about two thirds as great internal
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
strain as the 625-1b. M. C. B. wheel. If the critical sections of the two
wheels were compared, this fact would be more striking. A part of
the greater ability of the 650-lb. wheel to withstand strain is probably
due to the fact that it contains about 6.5 per cent more metal than the
625-1b. M. C. B. wheel; the remainder may be attributed to the Arch
Plate design.
Tests on 33-in. 725-1b. M. C. B. Wheel No. 157 999
This wheel was prepared with one thermocouple in the tread, one
in the hub, and seven in the outer face of the wheel. At positions
corresponding to the locations of the seven couples, in the outer face
gage-lines in both radial and tangential directions were located. The
details of thermocouple and gage-line location are given in Fig. 21. The
arrangement was adopted for two reasons: first, because previous tests
had shown that the strains on the inner face due to brake application
were small; and second, the tests on the 650-lb. Arch Plate wheel sug-
gested that maximum strains might possibly be located at positions
closer to the wheel center than any heretofore measured.
Five tests at 2000-lb. brake pressure and speeds from 10 to 50
miles per hour were made on-wheel No. 157 999. The results of three
of the individual tests are given in Figs. 34 to 36, inclusive. A sum-
mary of the principal data for all tests is given in Table 6. In each
FIG. 21. LoCATIoN OF GAGE-LINES AND THERMOCOUPLES ON 33-IN. 725-LB.
M. C. B. WHE=L No. 157 999
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of the five tests the maximum tensile strain was found at radial gage-
line 05R on the outer face, or near the junction of the inner and outer
plates. This maximum tensile strain for the five tests ranged from
0.0029 to 0.0039 inches per inch. The actual weight of the wheel was
718 pounds.
Tests on 33-in. 750-lb. M. C. B. Wheel No. 157 998
This wheel differed from the preceding wheel No. 157 999 in that
its weight was 742 pounds, 24 pounds greater; the location (Fig. 22)
of the thermocouples and gage-lines was as nearly the same in both
wheels as was practically possible.
91 /
* i /nch7 fro'n Tread
FIG. 22. LOCATION OF GAGE-LINES AND THERMOCOUPLES ON 33-IN. 750-LB.
M. C. B. WHEEL NO. 157 998
This wheel was subjected to identical tests, the results of which
are given in Table 6 and for three of the individual tests in Figs. 37
to 39, inclusive. At 10 and 20 miles per hour (Table 6) the maximum
unit tensile strain was found at the radial gage-line 05R on the outer
face of the wheel, while at 30, 40, and 50 miles per hour the maximum
unit tensile strain was located at gage-line 04R, or one inch farther
from the center of the wheel. The maximum strains in the five tests
ranged from 0.0020 to 0.0027, considerably lower than in the case of
the 725-1b. wheel.
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Tests on 33-in. 750-1b. Arch Plate Wheel No. 633 445
This wheel was tested for the purpose of getting a direct compari-
son between the M. C. B., or Washburn, and the Arch Plate designs.
Its weight was 744 pounds or within 2 pounds of that of the 750-lb.
M. C. B. wheel. It was also similarly prepared (Fig. 23) and tested.
FIG. 23. LOCATION OF GAGE-LINES AND THERMOCOUPLES ON 33-IN. 750-LB.
ARCH PLATE WHEEL NO. 633 445
The results of the various tests are summarized in Table 6; Figs. 40 to
42, inclusive, present test conditions and results for three individual
tests. In this wheel the maximum unit tensile strains due to brake
application were generally found at radial gage-line 06R on the outer
face. In one test (No. 2286 H1) the maximum strain was at 05R,
but in another test (No. 2286 H2) under identical test conditions it
occurred at 06R again, thus signifying that the greatest effect of brake
application in this wheel was found near 05R or 06R. In the five
tests (Nos. 2286 A to E, inclusive) on this wheel, which are directly
comparable with similar tests on wheels Nos. 157 999 and 157 998, the
maximum tensile strain ranged from 0.0021 to 0.0027 inches per inch,
or was practically equal to that found on the 750-lb. M. C. B. wheel.
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Comparative Tests on 33-in. 725-1b. M. C. B., 750-1b. M. C. B., and 750-1b.
Arch Plate Wheels
These three wheels were tested to give, first, the direct effect of
twenty-five pounds of metal added to the M. C. B. type; second, a
comparison between the M. C. B. and Arch Plate designs of equal
weights; and third, a comparison between the 725-lb. M. C. B. and
750-lb. Arch Plate wheels. The principal data for making these com-
parisons are given in Table 6, Tests Nos. 2288 A to E, Nos. 2287 A to
E, and Nos. 2286 A to E. These data represent five tests on each
wheel under identical conditions. From this table it is evident that
the 750-lb. M. C. B. wheel shows considerably less strain than the 725-
lb. M. C. B. wheel for approximately equal amounts of work done.
The relative standing of the 750-lb. Arch Plate wheel as compared with
the other two wheels is not quite so apparent. Accordingly, the work
and strains were averaged for the five tests made on each of the three
wheels, giving the following results:
33-in. 725-1b. 33-in. 75(0-Ib. 33-in. 750-1b.
MI. C. B. Wheel . C. 3. W heel Arch Plate Wheel
Work in millions of ft.-lb. 41.2 41.6 36.6
Unit Tensile Strain . . . . 0.0032 0.0024 0.0023
Unit Tensile Strain per 40
million ft.-lb . . . .. . 0.00311 0.00231 0.00252
This tabulation indicates that for 40 million foot-pounds of work
done on the wheels, the 750-lb. M. C. B., and 750-lb. Arch Plate wheels
are better able to withstand the brake application strains than the
725-1b. M. C. B. wheel, and this is explained by the additional metal
in the two heavier wheels. The data indicate further for the two
750-lb: wheels that when subjected to brake application loading alone,
the M. C. B. wheel was somewhat superior to the Arch Plate wheel in
withstanding strain. The difference is slight, however, and additional
tests of this kind with similar wheels would be required in order to
establish a definite superiority for either design. From the data at
hand these two wheels may be considered to have equal ability to with-
stand the effects of brake application.
Tests on 33-in. 950-1b. Arch Plate Wheel No. 103 219
This was the first wheel subjected to the brake-application tests.
The apparatus used to measure the temperature in the rotating wheel
was perfected in connection with this wheel. In the earlier tests the
thermocouple readings were affected by parasite currents, and conse-
quently the results dependent on these readings are omitted. This ac-
counts for the incompleteness of the data as summarized for the various
tests. Six thermocouples and four radial and four tangential gage-
lines were located on the outer face of this wheel, as shown in Fig. 24.
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FIG. 24. LOCATrON OF GAGE-LINES AND THERMOCOUPLES ON 33-IN. 950-LB.
ARCH PLATE WHEEL NO. 103 219
Tests were run with the brake applied at shoe pressures ranging from
1000 to 3000 pounds, speeds from 10 to 50 miles per hour, and dis-
tances varying from 10 to 30 miles. The data and curves for fifteen
of the individual tests are given in Figs. 43 to 57, inclusive. A sum-
mary of the results of all tests is given in Table 7. The actual weight
of this wheel was 924 pounds.
From Table 7 the maximum unit strain at the lowest pressure
(1000 pounds) appears at one of the radial gage-lines 02R, 03R, or
04R. At 2000-lb. brake-shoe pressure the maximum unit strain is
confined to gage-lines 02R and 03R, while at 3000-lb. pressure it is
found in each test at gage-line 03R, located at the intersection of the
inner and outer plates. It is difficult to ascertain the separate effects
of shoe pressure, speed, distance, room temperature, and character of
shoe metal in contact with the wheel, although the test program was
so arranged that it was hoped that this would be possible. Irregulari-
ties occur chiefly under the less severe test conditions. With a shoe
pressure of 2000 pounds or more and a speed above twenty miles
per hour, the effects of the different variables in producing strain
manifest themselves, but even then they do not definitely suggest the
underlying laws. The value of the data lies almost wholly in deter-
mining the magnitude and position of maximum strain under various
conditions of brake application.
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Tests on 33-in. 786-1b. Forged Steel Wheel No. 6162
The location of the thermocouples and gage-lines for this wheel
is given in Fig. 25. The results of the five tests made are given in
Figs. 58 to 62, and are summarized in Table 8.
If the modulus of elasticity be assumed at 29 500 000 pounds per
square inch for steel and if it be assumed further that the heat treat-
mient of the wheel is such that its yield point corresponds to deforma-
tions greater than those given in the table, it is apparent that in each
of the tests the maximum tensile strain due to brake application alone
is in excess of 103 000 pounds per square inch. This suggests that the
metal in the region of gage-line 03R must be stressed up to a large
percentage of its ultimate strength. The maximum tensile strain in
each test was found to be at the radial gage-line 03R on the outer face.
VII. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
12. Conclusions Regarding Strains due to Brake Application.-
The results of this investigation may be summarized as follows:
(1) The stresses in chilled iron wheels set up by tempera-
ture gradients due to brake application are transmitted mainly
through the outer plates, the strains or stresses on the inner face
being relatively small.
(2) At slow speed the temperature gradients are small,
sufficient time elapsing to allow the heat to travel inward by con-
duction and also to be dissipated by radiation. This condition
results in temperature deformations forming a large part while
the strain forms a relatively small part of the total deformation.
At high speed the deformation measured with a strain-gage may
be composed wholly of strain due to internal stress.
(3) The stresses resulting from temperature gradients may
be kept within safe limits, by the use of cooling periods or cooling
stations.
(4) A wheel when subjected to light brake application only
has no definite position of maximum strain, i. e., the maximum
strain may occur at different positions under different test con-
ditions. When subjected to severe brake application and no
other stress-producing factors, a wheel has its position of maxi-
mum stress consistently located at a definite position. This posi-
tion may not correspond to the position of minimum strength as
indicated by service failures. The Arch Plate design has its
maximum tensile strains due to brake application at points nearer
to the center of the wheel than the M. C. B. type. This seems
desirable in that this type of strain may then be counteracted by
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the strains of opposite kind produced by forcing the wheel upon
the axle. This condition may partially explain the better service
results obtained with the Arch Plate type of wheel.
(5) Prolonged and excessively heavy brake application may
cause strains of sufficient intensity to crack either chilled iron or
steel wheels. This emphasizes the necessity for careful attention
to operating conditions of braking apparatus in both level and
mountainous regions.
APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION
In the tests made on the car wheels, it was necessary to know the
linear thermal expansion of car-wheel iron. As it was impossible to
get a specimen longer than six inches from a car wheel, it was not
feasible to use methods already developed for obtaining the linear
expansion. For reasonable accuracy most methods require specimens
considerably longer than six inches, and therefore such methods could
not be used. The interference method which has been employed by
various investigators determines linear expansion on specimens one-
half inch or less in length with a high degree of accuracy. This
method makes use of the principle that monochromatic light waves can
be made to interfere as the specimen under test expands, and by their
interference produce bands. By counting the number of bands, it then
becomes possible to calculate the expansion of the specimen in terms
of the wave length of the light used. On account of its complexity and
the technique required, the interference method was not employed in
the present investigation. Instead, the method described in this Ap-
pendix was developed for determining the linear thermal expansion of
iron specimens four to six inches long.
FIG. 26. DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING METHOD USED TO DETERMINE LINEAR
THERMAL EXPANSION OF IRON
The principle underlying the apparatus used is based on the fact
that if two series of data be taken under different test conditions and
if there are only two unknown factors present in the data, the un-
knowns may then be determined. The apparatus does not require a
highly trained operator to manipulate it.
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Essentially, the apparatus (Fig. 26) consists of two multiplying
levers I with cross-hairs at their upper ends; the specimen s whose
linear expansion is desired; and a quartz rod c pivoted to and connect-
ing the levers. This quartz rod may be.placed either below the speci-
men as shown by the full line, or above the specimen as shown by the
dotted line. One series of data is taken with the quartz below the
specimen and a second series of data with the quartz above the speci-
men. The unknowns are the expansion of the iron specimen and the
expansion of the quartz rod. On account of the relatively large dif-
ference between the expansion of the iron specimen and the expansion
of the quartz rod, advantage can le taken of the multiplication ratio
of the levers and greater accuracy attained than if direct length
measurements were made. At zero temperature the apparatus is in
the position indicated by the heavy lines. After the temperature of
the oil bath in which the entire system is submerged is raised to t°,
the levers, specimen, and quartz take the positions indicated by the
light lines. If
I,,- distance between cross-hairs at temperature equal to 0°
with quartz either above or below the specimen,
L, = distance between cross-hairs at temperature equal to t'
when quartz is below the specimen,
L = distance between cross-hairs at temperature equal to t1
when quartz is above the speci-men,
X,-- total expansion of iron in rising from 0" to t ,
X,- total expansion of quartz in rising from 0" to t
i = multiplication ratio of levers with quartz below the specimen,
n muiltiplication ratio of levers with quartz above the specimen,
then,
L, - Lo = X, +m (Xi - X,) = b
Lo-L = -X,+n (X,- X,) = a
and
X _- (n+ l) b+ (l-m)a .. ................... .. (1)
m+n
The apparatus as assembled is shown in Fig. 27. The levers had
sharp knife-edges at the points where they came in contact with the
specimens, and a small coil spring was used to maintain the contact.
After assembling the levers, specimens, spring, and the quartz rod,
these parts were placed in the oil bath. The bath was provided with
a small spiral pump to circulate the oil and to assist in obtaining a
uniform temperature over the entire apparatus, excepting about one
inch on the upper ends of the levers, which protrude from the bath.
The motor used for driving this pump is shown at the left in the
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figure. Within the oil container was an electric heating element of the
resistance type made of Nichrome wire. The oil container itself was
surrounded by loosely packed asbestos to prevent too rapid heat losses.
A cylinder oil capable of withstanding a temperature of 6250 Fahr.
was used, and since in these tests it was not necessary-to make measure-
ments of expansion at temperatures above 5000 Fahr., no difficulty
was experienced with the oil.
FIG. 27. APPARATUS USED TO MEASURE LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION OF IRON
The parts after assembling were placed in front of the two microm-
eter microscopes and these were focused on the cross-hairs placed at
the upper ends of the multiplying levers. The readings (Lo, L, and
L,) were obtained with the microscopes. The smallest division on the
micrometer was 0.005 millimeter (0.00197 inch) and readings were
estimated to one-tenth of this figure. To keep the microscopes at a
practically fixed distance apart, they were mounted on a hollow rod
through which water from a deep well ran continuously. The tem-
perature of the water did not vary over 10 C. throughout a test, and
the variation was generally less than this amount. The temperature
of the oil bath or that of the specimen was taken with a mercury
thermometer. The micrometer readings were taken at regular decre-
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ments of temperature, or during the cooling of the apparatus. This
method was adopted because more uniform temperatures could be
obtained within the bath with less expenditure of time while cooling,
than was possible during heating. One set of data was secured in this
manner with the quartz rod below the specimen, and on the following
day another set with the quartz rod above the specimen. A typical
plot of the data obtained on a specimen is given in Fig. 28.
t 0000 .oo0/ 0001/6
Mov'ement of Lever Crossh/ors 1/7n M/1i177 rs
FIG. 28. SAMPLE CURVES OF TYPICAL DATA TAKEN IN DETERMINING
THERIMAL EXPANSION OF CAST IRON
A slight difference in the slopes of curves labeled "'Quartz above
specimen" and "Quartz below specimen" is apparent. At any speci-
fied temperature these curves represent respectively the values a and
b of formula (1).
These two curves are plotted to the millimeter and centigrade
scales. The unit linear thermal expansion shown in the upper curve
of Fig. 28 is plotted to the Fahrenheit and inch scale.
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The values for this unit-expansion curve were calculated in ac-
cordance with formula (1) and with the data presented by the other
two curves of Fig. 28. In order to see how closely results could be
duplicated, a specimen was subjected to test and its expansion cal-
culated from the data collected. Shortly afterwards the apparatus
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FIG. 29. RESULTS OF TWO TRIALS TO DETERMINE THERMAL EXPANSION OF
CAST IRON SPECIMEN
was completely dismantled. About a month later the apparatus was
re-assembled and a second test made on the same specimen. Fig. 29
gives curves showing the expansions as determined in the two tests.
In raising the temperature from 680 to 4000 Fahr., the expansions
shown at 4000 Fahr. for the two tests differ about one part in 115, or
slightly under one per cent.
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APPENDIX B
METHOD OF DETERMINING TEMPERATURES IN A ROTATING CAR WHEEL
In the preliminary tests to ascertain the effect of brake applica-
tion, the temperatures existing in the car wheel were determined by
means of thermocouples and by stopping the wheel at five- or ten-min-
ute intervals for thermocouple readings. In this method of obtaining
temperatures, the hot junctions were inserted in the wheels and the
wires leading therefrom were joined to small bushings having a tapered
hole. The wires leading from the galvanometer and cold junction of
the couples were connected with tapered plugs. To measure the tem-
perature after heating by brake application, the wheel was stopped,
the plugs inserted in the bushing and a reading taken. The wheel
was then again brought up to speed and the brake applied until time
for another reading, when the operation was repeated.
It was recognized early in the investigation that the temperatures,
and, likewise, the strains produced by the intermittent heating and
cooling arising through alternate starting and stopping, would be
materially different from the temperatures and strains set up if the
heating were continuous. Since the latter conditions are the more
severe and are those which exist in service wherever trouble is ex-
perienced through prolonged brake application, the tests were made
FIG. 30. WIRING DIAGRAM AND SLIP-RING DETAILS OF APPARATUS USED IN
MEASURING TEMPERATURES OF ROTATING CAR WHEELS
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with continuous shoe application. This method of testing precluded
the determination of temperatures during the heating or running
period by the alternate stopping and starting method described above.
Accordingly, in order to determine temperatures in the car wheel
irrespective of whether the wheel was at rest or revolving, the follow-
ing apparatus, which was used during all the brake-application tests
reported in this bulletin, was designed:
The thermocouples were made from No. 25 copper and Advance
metal wires. Both hot and cold junctions were welded. The couple
circuits and the arrangement of the apparatus are shown in Fig. 30.
The hot junctions, six of which are shown in the lower left-hand
corner, were inserted in the car wheel at the several points at which
the temperatures were desired. The Advance metal wires leading from
five hot junctions were connected with the sixth, thus making a single
Advance metal wire common to the six couples. The common wire
and the six copper wires leading from the hot junctions were twisted
together into cable form and the cable carried along the outer face
of the wheel, then into the center of the shaft of the brake-shoe ma-
chine. At the end of this shaft, a slip ring and cold junction box
were fastened. The common Advance wire after leaving the end of
the shaft was carried into the oil bath shown at the right; at this
point it was welded to a copper wire, and this weld then became the
common cold junction for the six couples. The copper wire leading
from this cold junction was connected with one of the seven copper
slip rings shown. Each of the six copper wires coming from the hot
junctions in cable form after leaving the end of the brake-shoe-
inachine shaft was joined to one of the six remaining slip rings. The
external part of the circuit was entirely of copper and consisted of
the brushes and wires for transmitting the generated electromotive
force to the potentiometer. A selective six-pole switch was placed in
the circuit as shown so that the electromotive forces of any desired
couple could be measured. A Leeds and Northup Indicating Type
potentiometer was used. The temperature of the oil and consequently
of the common cold junction was determined by a thermometer. In the
course of development, the apparatus was tested for parasite currents,
and excepting in a few of the earlier tests upon the 950-lb. wheel No.
103 219 while the development of the apparatus was still in progress,
none could be detected. If such parasite currents were present when
using the apparatus, they were unquestionably of small magnitude,
and for all practical purposes the temperatures given may be con-
sidered correct. The couples were carefully calibrated before using.
The apparatus shown is arranged for six thermocouples; in the later
tests it was extended so that nine thermocouples could be used.
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APPENDIX C
FIGURES GIVING RESULTS OF BRAKE-APPLICATION TESTS
Appendix C, consisting of Figs. 31 to 62, inclusive, presents re-
sults of brake-application tests upon the following wheels:*
33-in. 650-lb. Arch Plate Wheel No. 633 452
33-in. 725-1b. M. C. B. Wheel No 157 999
33-in 750-lb. M. C. B. Wheel No. 157 998
33-in. 750-lb. Arch Plate Wheel No. 633 445
33-in. 950-lb. Arch Plate Wheel No. 103 219
33-in. 786-1b. Forged Steel Wheel No. 6162.
The figures give information relative to these wheels similar to
that presented in the body of the bulletin by Figs. 10 to 16, inclusive,
for wheel No. 632 680. The arrangement of figures, data and results,
is also similar to that used in presenting corresponding information
for wheel No. 632 680.
* Appendix C presents figures for all the tests made with the forged steel wheel No.
6162, but gives the figures for only a portion of the tests made with the other wheels listed.
Tables 5, 6, and 7 in the body of the text present summarized data for seventy tests upon
wheels Nos. 633 452, 157 999, 157 998, 633 445, and 103 219. Appendix C shows figures
for twenty-seven of these tests so selected as to be representative of the tests upon each
wheel and of the investigation as a whole. Figures similar to those in Appendix 0 have
been prepared for the tests, which are not shown in this bulletin. These figures are on
file at the Eng. Exp. Sta., Univ. of Ill., Urbana, Ill. Arrangements can be made with
the Station whereby persons interested may obtain copies of these figures.
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Temperoatre. Work,
Frirti'nn ' n/ irnra
IRod// Tangenro/
Deforma/r/on Deforma//on
TEST COWNTiONmS: M/ u tes af r er Stopping
Broke Shoe Pressure 0/6 lb
Speed £9.84mp/h
D/stance w//h Brake App/l d /492 M//es
RESUL Ts:
Mean Coeff/c/en/ of Fr/cl/on
Tota/ Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /OalO 00OOO f-/b
Tempera/ure Diffference belweer
Coop/es ANo / and 6 on Sfopping
MaN/mum Uni/ Tensi/e Stra? n or Sopping
.Maximum U/ni Tensi/e S/trai in Goae Line"
2303
37,00000 f-/b
0376 lb
595, F
0.0038
04R
FIG. 32. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 15 MI. TEST NO. 2285 Cl
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Temperaotre, Work, iadit/
Fr/ction and Distance Deforma//on D
Trot ,',,mnnrfl-IA ·
Brake Shoe Pressure 2o/5 /h
Speed 49 75/m ph
D/stance wi/th Brake App/iec 995 Mfies
RESULTS.
Mean Coefficient of Fr/ction Z/O%
Toto/ Work 2/,600,000 ft-lb
Brake Shoe Loss per /a04,00,000 ft-/lb 060? /b
Temperature Difference between
Coup/es NAos / and 6 on Stopping 474° F
flaximum Uni/ Tensile Strain on Stopping O00023
Maximum /Uni Tensi/e Straoi in Gage Line 04R
FIG. 33. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 10 MI. TEST No. 2285 E
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FeznperCo/re. Work
Fiction. nd D/stance
TEST COND/Tiow
Brake Shoe Pressure
Speed
D/stance w/fith Bra/oe App/hed
REsuL TS
Mean Coe/f/cient of f/crIion
Total Work
Brare Shoe Loss per /00000,00 /f-/b
Temperature Difference bet•ween
Coup/es Nos / and 9 on Stopping
/aximum U/nl/ Tens/ie Strain on Stopp/ng
0lax,7mum LUn/ Tensil/e 3Srain in Gage L/ne
o00? /b
3000mp h
/50 //es
2/0s
33.900,000 fllb
050/ /b
485° /
00034
OSR
FIG. 35. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HK..
DISTANCE 15 MI. TEST No. 2288 C
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Temp/aotre. Work Badial
TEST CONDITIOr.VS •inu&/ otfer Stopping
Bra/re Shoe Pressure ZOO2 lb
Spee& 49.75 m1p h
ODsvance with Brare Appl/eoa 995 Miles
RESUL TS
Mean Coeffic/ent of Frircton
Tota/ Work
Brake Shoe Loss per //0,00000o ft-/b
Temperature Difference be ween
Coup/es I'os. / and 9 7on Stopp/ng
Max/mum Untr Tensi/e S/rain on Stopping
Max/mum L/n/7 Tensile Smtran in Gage Line
/90•6%
2000o.400 ft-l
O 5O0 /b
444 F
000S
OR
FIG. 36. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 10 II. TEST No. 2288 E
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THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
Toangen/ao/
TEST 6CNDir/ONS
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance w//h Broke App/ed
RESUL TS
Mean Coefffc/enl of fric/ion
To/a/ Work
Braoke Shoe Loss per I/ 00o0o000 f/-/b
Temperature Difference be/ween
Coup/es ANos / and 9 on Stopp/ng
/Maximum Un// Tensile S/rao/n on S/opp/on
Max/irm Un1/ Tens//e Strain in Gage Line
FIG. 38. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SP
DISTANCE I'S MI. TEST NO. 22
2006 /b
30001mph
/500 N//es
M4#
37.J00.000 f-/lb
0 6/4 /b
45J' f
0.0027
04R
EED 30 MI. PER HR.,
!87 C
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Temperatu/re. Work
Fr/cT/on, Ozd D'stance
Rad/o/ Tangent/o/
Deformao/on Deformot/on
TEST COND/T/ONS Hinutes aer Stop/png
Brake Shoe Pressure 1998 /h
Speed 4984 mph
Distance with Broke App//ed 997 Miles
RESUL TS
Mean Coefic/ent of FrictIon
Tota/ Work
Brake Shoe Loss per /00000000 ft-lb
Temperature Difference beween
Coup/es IVos. I and 3 on Stopping
Moximum Unit Tensile Strain on Stopping
Maximum Unit Tensile Stran /n Gage line
21,600,000 ft-//
05/0 lb
3401 F
0002
04R
FIG. 39. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 10 MI. TEST NO. 2287 E
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
7T'mpero/ure~ Work,
Ericin on'd /2stonri'
TETr CowVDTlONvS
Broke Shoe Pressure
Spend
Distonce w/th Broke App/led
RESULTS:
Mean Coeff/clent of. Frict/on
Totoa Wor/
Broke Shoe Loss per /o 100000o fIt-/b
Temperohare lD/fference be/ween
Coup/es A/os / ond 9 on Stopping
Max/mum Unit Tensile Strao on Stopping
f/laxmum Unit Tensi/e S/rain in aoge Line
Minutes after Stopping
o002 lb
Z982 mph
/49/ Mi/es
1B0%
Z?700000 ft-/b
0755 /b
46/" F
0002?/
06R
FIG. 41. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 15 MI. TEST NO. 2286 C
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Rad/a/ Tongent/a/
Deformoaion Deforma/ion
TF-T 6~''T/NAS:
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
D/stance w//h Broke App//ed
RESUL TS
Meon Coeff/c/en/ of Frct/on
Tota/ Work .
Broke Shoe Loss per /00,000000 f-/lb
Temperature D/fference between
Coup/es Aos / and 9 on Stopp/ing
Max/nmum Unit Tensi/e Stro/n on Stopping
M/axi/'rnm U/n Tens//e S/wron in Gage L/ine
OI// /b
s00o mph
/000 P/es
/704
18,400000 f/-lb
0870 /b
4/7" F
00023
06R
FIG. 42. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 10 MI. TEST NO. 2286 E
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T~etera/are. Work,
TEST CoVIiT/OnS
Bra/re Shoe Pressure
Speed
D/stance w//h 1 ra/-e App//ed
RESL/L T5
Radia/ Tangent/ia
Deformat/on Deforma/ion
Total Deformat/on-
Uni/ Str ------
993 Ib
/939 mph
/398 i/les
Mean Coeffi/cent of Friction Zn7
Tota/ Work 2?60400 ft-/b
Bra/re Shoe Loss per /000,00,000 ft-lb 0508 Ib
Tempera/ure D/fference between
Coup/es Aos. / and 6 on Stopp/n9g 42 F
Vax/munm Unit Tensi/e Strain on Stopping 00006
Maximum Un// Tensi/e Stra/ii in Gage Line- 03R
FIG. 44. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 1000 LB., SPEED 20 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2263
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TEST CONDITIOms
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance w/ih Broke A/pp/ed
RESULTS
Mean Coefficient of Fr/ch/on
Tota/ Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /00, 00m00 ft-/b
Temperature D/fference between
Coup/es A/os / and 6 on S/opping
Naxlmum ULni/ Tensi/e Slroan on Stopping
Maoxmum Un/t Tensi/e Stra/n /n Gage L/ne-
Rod/a/ Tangen/la/
Deforma01oon Deformoaton
Totc/ Deformo//on
l/li/ qtr__1t
/l~urtes offer ~5)opoing
/0/ Ib
3033 mph
20ZZ Mi/es
e602
7.,900.000 ft-lb
030 lb.
Z65 ° F
000/4
OeR
FIG. 45. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 1000 LB., SPEED 30 MII. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST No. 2264
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Temperature. Work,
rrlrr,, n nnS lru'nnre
TEST CONDoITON5s
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance w/th Broke App//ed
RESULTr
Mean Coeffcien/ of Fric//oi
To/o/ Wor/r
Brake Shoe Loss per /o000,000o ft-lb
Temperature Difference between
Coup/es A/os / and 6 on /Sopp/ng
/aximum /Uni/ Tensi/e S/rain on Sloppingq
M/axl/mm /ni/7 Tensi/e Strain in Gage Line
Radi/l Tongen1/o/
Deformo//on Deformation
Tofa/ Deforma//on--
Un// Sra/n------
/0// lb
40/6 mph
2006 Miles
Z30%
24600000 ft-/b
3B/° F
000//
O0R
FIG. 46. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 1000 LB., SPEED 40 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 II. TEST NO. 2265
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FIG. 47. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 1000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2266 A
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TETr CONDTIONS:
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Brake App/ied
RESULTS:
Mean Coefficient of Fric//on
Total Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /loo40,.oo ft-/b
Temnpera/ure Difference between
Coup/es Nos. / and 6 on Stopping
Maximum /Unit Tensile S/rai on S topping
Maximum Uni/ Tensile Strain /in Gage Line-
Radia/ Tangen/ 1io/
Deform /iown Deformat/on
eOt l/h
i9399mph
/999 Mi/es
60,300000 ft-lb
0348 /b.
344 °'
002/
03R
Fio. 49. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 20 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST No. 2269
THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
Temperature, Work,
Friction. and D/istanc
T hpgorr
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I
2 eO 40 60 M0
'ne in Minutes
Coo/ing,
Whee/
Stopped
I
Radial Tongent/al
Deformation Deformaton
Tota/ Deformation -
Unit Stroain-----
Minutes after Stopping
TEST COND/T/ONS.
Brake Shoe Pressure
Speed
/Dstance with Broke App//ed
IHESULTS.
Mean Coefficien of Fr/ct/on
Total Work
Brake Shoe Loss per /o00600owO ft-/b
Temperature Difference between
Coup/es Nos. / and 6 on Stopping
Maximum Unit Tensile Strain on Stopping
Naximum Unit Tensi/e Stra hin Gage /Lne-
0oe3 Ib
30./ mph
a0/4 Mi/es
43.900,000 ft-b
0479 /b
385'.
0.00/9
03R
FIG. 50. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2267
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Temperare/re Work,
Fririn^n /ma n"itr"
TEST CONDITIONS':
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance w/th Brake App//ed
RESULTS:
Mean Coeffi/cent of Fr/fion
Totoa Wor/
Broke Shoe Loss per /1o00O0,00 ft-/b
Temperl/ure D/fference between
Coup/es A/os / and 6 on Stopping
Haximum /Unit Tens,/e Stroan on Stopping
oMaximu&m Unit Tensi/e Strain /n Gage Line-
Radio/ Tangen/2o/
Deforma//on Deformalion
'ot/ Deforma//ion-
U/n/i. Strao ------
eo/8 /b
1aZenmp h/
0./4 ll/es
fs600,000 ft-lb
0 73 Ib
457 *
00026
OeA
FIG. 51. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 40 MI. PER HR,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST No. 2270
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Temperature, Work,
FrI'cton, and Distance
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TEST COND/T/ONS.
Braoe Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Braoe App//ea'
RESULTS:
Mean Coeffcient of Frict/on
Total Work
Brake Shoe Loss per /O000,000 ft-/b
Temperoture Di/ference between
Coup/es Vos. / and 6 on Stopping
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0003
03R
FIo. 52. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2271
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THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
Temperature, Work,
FPrtHrnn an/T7 a/rtnco /
TEsr CONDITIONS
Broke Shoe Pressure
Speed
D/stance with Brake App//ed
RESULTS
Mean Coeffi/cent of Fr/cfton
Tota/ Work
Bra/•e Shoe Loss per /100000,o00 f-/Ib
Temperature D/fference between
Cop/les A/os / and 6 on Stopping
APaximum Un/I Tensle Stra/n on Stopping
Aaximum Unit Tensile Strain in Cage Line-
Rod/o/ Tangentio/
Deformation Deformation
Tota/ Deforma/on -
Uni/ Srain------
O/R 2ý 01T
--- -^ -- | t -'^- -
03
034 4 03T
- R 04  04T
0 40 60 0 0 0 6
Minutes after Stopping
3003 /h
zOO2 mph
e0oo M//es
86,800,000 ft-lb
04/5 /b
448' F
00029
03R
FIG. 54. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 3000 LB., SPEED 20 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2273
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TEST CONDITIONS:
Brake Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Bra/oe App/ied
RESULTS:
Hean Coeffcient of Friction
Tofal Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /00,000,000 ft-/b
Temperature Difference between
Coup/es /Vos / and 6 on Slopping
faxrmum Unit Tensile Stra/n on Stopping
Maximum Un/i Tens/le Strain in Gage Line-
Radao/ Tangent/a/
Deformation Deformat/l n
Total Deformation--
Unit Strrin------
3005 lb
3016 mph.
.20// Mi/es
200Z
63,500,000 ft-lb
06/4 /b
555°F
0.0034
03R
FIG. 55. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 3000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2274
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TEST CONDITIONS
Bro/e Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Broke App//ed
RESULTS;
Mean CoeffC/cent of Fri/c/on
Tofa/ Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /00,000,000 fl-/b
Temperoatre Difference between
Coup/es A/os / and 6 on Stopping
fMor/ium Un//7 Tens/7e Stro/n on Stopp/ng
Hlaximum //t7 Tens//e StroM, /in Gag'e /inee-
Rod/ioa Tangen/lo/
Deformat,/n Deformao/on
Torto Defor/m0on--
301£ /b
4020 mp h
ZO/0 P/Mes
56,300.000 ft-/l
0746 lb
540 F
00033
03R
FIG. 56. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 3000 LB., SPEED 40 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2275
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Temperature, Work,
Fr/./otn. arnd Distonc7
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TEST COND/T/ONS
Brake Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance w1/h Broke Appl/ed
REUL TS
Meoa-n Coefficient of Fricton
Tota/ Work
Brake Shoe Loss per /00,000,000 ft-/b
Temperature Difference between
Coup/es /Vos / and 6 on Stopping
Pflx/mum Un// Tensile Stran on Stopping
laxmimum Un// Tens/le Stra/n /n Gage Lne-
30/5 /b
49 48m.p h
/979 7N/es
/70Z
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00037
03R
FIG. 57. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 3000 LB., SPEED 50 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2276
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TEST C•O/T/ONS:
Brake Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Brare App//ed
RESULTS:
Mean Coeff/cient of Fr/ct/onl
Total Worr
Brake Shoe Loss per /00,000000 ft-/b.
Temperature Difference hetween
Coup/es /Vos / and 3 on Stopp/ng
Maxr/mum U/nit Tensile Strain on Stopping
Naximum Unit Tensi/e Strain /n Gage Line-
940000.00 ft-l/
0.400 Ib
00044
03R
FIG. 59. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 20 MI. PER HR,
DISTANCE 20 MI. TEST NO. 2289 B
THE PROPERTIES OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
Temperca/ure, Work,
Fricf/on, and D/s/once
TEST CONDIT/ONs
Bra/e Shoe Pressure
Speed
Distance with Brake App//ed
RESvL TS
Mean Coeffi/cen/ of Frict/on
Tolo/ Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /00,000,000 ft-/b
TemperaLure D/fference be/ween
Coupl/es •Nos / ond 9 on Stopping
Maoxrlmum Un/i Tensile Stroan on Stoppingq
Maximum Uni/ Tensi/e Slra/n /n Gage L/ne-
Radi/o/ Tangent//r/
Deformo/i'n/ Deform/o'/on
_/R
/3R
/4R
/15R
0 20 40 6O 0 O 40
H/nutes after Stopping
2009 /b
2976' m'ph.
1489 Mi/es
200.
31,200,000 ft-/lb
0352 b.
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00042
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FIG. 60. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 30 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 15 MI. TEST NO. 2289 C
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Temperature, Work,
Fr/ction, and Distance
- t--Coo//ng, Wheel Stopped-
S--Running, Brake App//ed
Radio/
Deformat/on
Broke Shoe Pressire
Speed
Distance with Brake App/~ed
RESUL TS.
Mean Coefficient of -r/ct/on7
Total Work
Brake Shoe Loss per /OO,00,0o ff-/-l
Temperature Difference be/ween
Coup/es A/os / and 9 on Stopping
Marimum /Unit Tensile Strain on Stopping
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Deforma /on
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39.64mp.h
9.91 M/es
19.02l
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00035
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FIG. 61. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 40 MI. PER HR.,
DISTANCE 10 MI. TEST NO. 2289 D
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e7mper~l/re, Work,
Frict/on, and D/stance
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Speed
Dis/ance with Brake App//ed
RESULTS:
Mean Coefficient of Fr/ci/on
Tota/ Work
Broke Shoe Loss per /o0000o0,0 f--/b.
Temperature Difference between
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FIG. 62. BRAKE-SHOE PRESSURE 2000 LB., SPEED 50 MII. PER HR,
DISTANCE 10 MI. TEST NO. 2289 E
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134. see that bulletin or the publications previous to it. Copies of the complete list of
publications can be obtained without charge by addressing the Engineering Experiment
Station, Urbana, Ill.
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10)0 RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE ENGINEERING STATION
*Bulletin No. 120. Investigation of Warm-Air Furnaces and Heating Systems.
by A. C. Willard, A. P. Kratz, and V. S. Day. 1921. Seventy-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 101. The Volute in Architecture and Architectural Decoration, by
Rexford Newcomb. 1921. Forty-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 192. The Thermal Conductivity and Diffusivity of Concrete, by
A. P. Carman and R. A. Nelson. 1921. Twenty cents.
*Bulletin No. 123. Studies on Cooling of Fresh Concrete in Freezing Weather,
hy Tokujiro Yoshida. 1921. Thirty cents.
'Bulletin No. 124. An Investigation of the Fatigue of Metals, by H. F. Moore
and J. B. Kommers. 1921. Ninety-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 125. The Distribution of the Forms of Sulphur in the Coal Bed,
ty H. F. Yancey and Thomas Fraser. 1921.
'Bulletin No. 126. A Study of the Effect of Moisture Content upon the Ex-
pausion and Contraction of Plain and Reinforced Concrete, by T. Matsumoto.
1921. Twenty cents.
*Bulletin No. 127. Sound-Proof Partitions, by F. R. Watson. 1922. Forty-
five cents.
*Bulletin No. 128. The Ignition Temperature of Coal, by R. W. Arms. 1922
Thirty-five cents.
* Bulletin No. 129. An Investigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car
Wheels. Part I. Wheel Fit and Static Load Strains, by J. M. Snodgrass and
F. H. Guldner. 1922. Fifty-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 130. The Reheating of Compressed Air, by C. R. Richards and
J. N. Vedder. 1922. Fifty cents.
*Bulletin No. 131. A Study of Air-Steam Mixtures, by L. A. Wilson with C.
R. Richards. 1922. Seventy-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 139. A Study of Coal Mine Haulage in Illinois, by H. H.
Stoek, J. R. Fleming, and A. J. Hoskin. 1922.
*Bulletin No. 133. A Study of. Explosions of Gaseous Mixtures, by A. P.
Kratz and C. Z. Rosecrans. 1922. Fifty-five cents.
*Bulletin No. 134. An Investigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car
Wheels. Part II. Wheel Fit, Static Load, and Flange Pressure Strains. Ultimate
Strength of Flange, by J. M. Snodgrass and F. H. Guldner. 1922. Forty cents.
Circular No. 10. The Grading of Earth Roads, by Wilbur M. Wilson. 1923.
Fifteen cents.
*Bulletin No. 135. An Investigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car
Wheels. Part III. Strains Due to Brake Application. Coefficient of Friction
and Brake-Shoe Wear, by J. M. Snodgrass and F. H. Guldner. 1923. Fifty cents.
* A limited number of copies of bulletins starred are available for free distribution.
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THE UNIVERSITY INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS:
The Graduate School
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (Ancient and Moder Languages and
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Psychology, Education; Mathematics; Astronomy; Geology; Physics; Chem-
istry; Botany, Zoology, Entomology; Physiology; Art and Design)
The College of Commerce and Business Administration (General Business, Bank-
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Mechanical, Mining, Municipal and Sanitary, and Railway Engineering;
General Engineering Physics)
The College of Agriculture (Agronomy; Animal Husbandry; Dairy Husbandry;
Horticulture and Landscape Gardening; Agricultural Extension; Teachers'
Course; HomeEconomics)
The College of Law (Three-year and four-year curriculums based on two years and
one year of college work respectively)
The College of Education (including the Bureau of Educational Research)
The Curriculum in Journalism
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The School of Railway Engineering and Administration
Tha School of Music (four-year curriculum)
The Library School (two-year curriculum for college graduates)
The College of Medicine (in Chicago)
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The School of Pharmacy (in Chicago); Ph.G. and Ph.C. curriculums
The Summer Session (eight weeks)
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ment Station.
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